
Queensland Academy of Sport SIS/SAS Boat Sale                 
              SYKESRACING 
All boats for sale are in excellent condition and have been cared for and rowed by QAS scholarship athletes. Most boats have interesting and impressive 

performance records including having been rowed by Olympic Gold Medallists. For further information contact Ben Southwell 0400143671 E: 

Ben.Southwell@npsr.qld.gov.au 

Boat Description Mould Serial Number & Condition Reserve Price 

2009 -100kg Pair/Double 

  

  4684 

This item is in good condition, it has 

evident wear and tear expected for 

its age. Both pair & double riggers 

included. 

 

$8000 

2009- 100kg Pair 

  

 4685 

This item is in good condition, it has 

evident wear and tear expected for 

its age. Pair riggers included. 

$7600 

mailto:Ben.Southwell@npsr.qld.gov.au


2011- 80kg Pair Double 

  

 

M13 Sykes 5313 

*Honeycomb carbon construction 

* Correct race weight 

* Including alloy wing riggers 

* NK Speedcoach wiring looms built 

into carbon keel. 

*Pair & Double riggers included 

$9000 

2011- 80kg Double 

  

 

M13 Sykes 5314 

*Honeycomb carbon construction 

* Correct race weight 

* Including alloy wing riggers 

* NK Speed coach wiring looms built 

into carbon keel. 

* Double wing riggers included 

$8600 

2011- 100kg Single 

   

 

M30 Sykes 5321 

This item has minor wear and tear, 

but otherwise in good condition. 

Alloy riggers included. Built in NK 

Speed coach to carbon keel. 

$6985 



1999- 90kg Single 

 

 

M25 Sykes 2850 

This item has minor wear and tear, 

but otherwise good condition 

expected for its age. Wing Rigger 

included. 

$2000 

2000-72kg Single 

  

M26 Sykes 2931 

This item has some minor repairs, 

and has general wear and tear 

expected for its age. New shoes 

have been installed, wing rigger 

included. 

 

$2000 

90’s- 90kg Single  

  

TED HALE 1  

This item has not been on the water 

for many years, and is in a condition 

expected for its age. Note! Hull 

only, rigger not supplied. 

$700 



90’s- 90kg Single 

  

TED HALE 2  

This item has not been on the water 

for many years, and is in a condition 

expected for its age. Rigger 

included. 

$1000 

2000- 90kg Double 

  

Sykes  3006 

This item has evident wear and tear 

expected for its age. It has not been 

rowed for many years, shoes I good 

condition. Double wing riggers 

included. 

$3600 

2000- 90kg Pair/Double 

   

Sykes  2503 

This item has evident wear and tear 

expected for its age. It has not been 

rowed for many years, shoes in 

good condition. Both double & pair 

riggers included. 

$4000 

Note: All 2011 boats are on weight honeycomb carbon composite construction. Including alloy wing riggers and NK Speedcoach wiring 

looms built into the carbon keel.  


